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Envisioned as the â€œMoneyballâ€• of largemouth bass fishing, High Percentage Fishing offers a

practical approach to put more fish in your boat. It freely mixes big bass wisdom from some of the

worldâ€™s greatest fishermen, with statistical findings from a vast database of catch information.

Part science, part strategy, this book boils down critical concepts into fundamental truths that will

help you catch more fish. Learn about: Big bass habits and locations The impact of weather on

catch rates The effect of lunar cycles on fishing The best and worst times to fish Engineer and

statistician Josh Alwine slices through the data and demonstrates that some of fishingâ€™s oldest

and most conventional thinking is little more than myth.
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Josh Alwine is a lifetime fisherman, who currently resides in Houston, Texas with his family. He has

a degree in Industrial Engineering from Purdue University, a Masterâ€™s Degree in Business from

Marquette University, and has achieved a Black Belt certification in Lean Six Sigma. He currently

works as a Director of Operations for a large industrial conglomerate overseeing manufacturing

plants in several states. Heâ€™s fished as far south as the Florida Keys and as far North as Canada

chasing a variety of fresh and saltwater game fish.

I have fished seriously for about 20 years and I've read most of what has been written regarding

bass fishing. This book is an absolute must read for anyone who is trying to gain a better

understanding of fishing. The author has a way of keeping things to the point and doesn't ramble

just to sound like an expert which I much appreciated as a reader. It also is not an obvious



advertisement for a particular brand of lures or tackle.I would rate it's relevance for the beginning

angler up there with the work of Buck Perry and Dr Keith Jones as most beneficial to read.

Even if you do not like to read you should at least read this one. This book is concise but thorough.

It is packed with data but not dry. Even if you are not serious about tournament fishing it would still

be well worth your while to read and apply your new found knowledge on the water. This is like

"Mythbusters" for fishing.

I haven't fished really since I was a kid. I was on vacation at a lake house in the Adirondacks this

past week and I brought my fishing gear. I'm a big believer in researching before doing, so I read

this book and low and behold....I caught 3 smallmouth in 45 minutes after following some of the

advice/statistics! I can't say 100% it was all due to the book, I didn't ask the fish :). However, I chose

my spot on the lake, color, and bait right out of the book.

If you are looking for a written work the size of Doug Hannon or Bill Murphy's this is not the book for

you. This book actually takes many of the best points that are actually contradicting from these

experts and makes sense of it all. The book explains facts and eliminates a lot of lore from most

people's decision making on when and where it is best to go fishing.

Nice to have different perspectives, especially when I'm a noob. It'll take some time to learn the

sport. Nice reference.

As an avid fisherman this information is a breath of fresh air. It's not filled with some lure company

trying to sell their wares but with genuine and educated voice the author tells us how to omit the

superfluous and focus on tactics that work.

Shhh! Don't' tell you fishing friends about this book. The author makes some great points that

should make you become a better fisherman. It did for me.

Fantastic book. Thoroughly enjoyed reading this book and it presents a lot of new information and

ideas regarding bass fishing. It's to the point and while reaffirming things I've discovered in my time

on the water it presents new ideas regarding fishing pressure and depths.
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